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ABSTRACT-Three different approaches for implementing CNN cell are discussed. The
structures are based, one on OTA-amplifiers, one on differential stages and one on current
mode operation. Every realization has variable template coefficients. Some results from
measurements are also mentioned.

Introduction

Different approaches for implementing cellular neural
networks tll have been reported. In ECDL three
different cell structures for CNNs has been
investigated. The first CNN version was based on
adjustable gain OTA-amplifiers I2l. The second
network sftucture contained differential stages with
adjustable bias currents and the third version of a

CNN is based on current mode operation [3]. Also this
current mode network has adjustable template
coefficients. A11 these cell structures have been
implemented with CMOS technology. In the following
these sffuctures are first shortly presented and then
compared.

OTA based version

ln this approach OTA-amplifiers are used as voltage
confiolled current sources and the output currents are
converted to voltage with resistors. In figure 1 there is
a variable gain OTA-amplifier without the differential
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Figure I Variable gain OTA
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input stage. The gain is varied by controlling the
mirroring ratio to the output. This CNN version also
had local digital register in every cell. The whole
structure of one cell is presented in figure 2.

Differential stage approach
The voltage controlled current source used in this
implementation [a] is a differential stage amplifier
shown in figure 3. The saturation levels of the output
current can be varied by varying the bias current to
the stage. To be able to have both positive and
negative coefficient values four switches has to be
added to the differential stage configuration. The
whole circuiry for implementing one coefficient is
shown in figure 4. The cell structure is designed to be
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Figure 2 Cell sffucture



able to be used the same way as in the OTA based
version. Also some digital logic is implemented in
every cell. The analog part of the cell is shown in
figure 5.

Figure 3 Floating n-well type differential stage

Figure 4
coefficients

Realization of the template

Figure 5 lmplementation of one cell

Current mode network
The latest version implemented is based on current
mode operation first reported in [3]. The sigmoid is
produced using two level shifted current mirrors in
series. This configuration is shown in figure 6. The

coefficient magnitude is determined by the mirroring
ratio k in the second current mirror in fig. 6. In our
circuit the current mirror in figure 7 was used for both
implementing the current mirrors as well as the
current sources. The oulput current of this type of
current mirror can be set to be either input current or
zero current by applying proper voltages to the bias
node Vor. To be able to have currents which
correspond to the negative coefficients current
inverters have been used. The cell structue is shown
in figure 8.

Figure 7 Current mirror

Figure 8 Cunent mode cell

Comparison of the structures
In table I the three sffuctures described above and
their realization are compared. The accuracy of the
coefficients in OTA-based and in cunent mode
realizations is four bits when the accuracy in the
continuously adjustable coefficients is one per cent from
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Figure 6 Sigmoid realization

FROM NEIGHBOR CELLS
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OTA-based differential stage current mode

size of the net 4x4 1x3

2x2
1x5

variable templates !3, x2, +'l, +y, g continuous betw. t8 +3h.,!3,12V2,+2,1V2,tL,
+W,0

digital local register yes yes no

implementation
technology

2p CMOS
1.2p CMOS

l.2u CMOS 1.2u CMOS

cell size pm2 1360 x 1400

910 x 980
430 x 350 330 x 350

Table I Comparison between different structures

the desired value. Because the coefficients are current
controlled in the differential stage version the

inaccuracies increase as the currents have to be copied
with current mirrors when distributed to the whole
network. The unit voltage of the OTA-version is

250mV and the unit voltage in the differential stage

realization is 50mV. The unit current in the third
structure is 2pA. Transient measurements showed that
every structure works as desired. The current mode

CNN was the fastest. The time constant in the other
two voltage mode realizations were almost the same.

A constant input offset of 30mV was observed in the

sigmoids realized with the differential stages, but that
can be compensated with level shifting coefficient.

Conclusion

Three different structures have been realized. All these

realizations have been measured and they have shown

correct behavior, although some adjustments had to be

made to the template coefficients in order to achieve

the desired action. The OTA-based version is large,

but it can be reduced because now one thid of the

area is taken by digital register. Also the area of the

current mode cell can be reduced by optimizing the

layout.
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